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Psalm 119:48 cp./w Heb 12:12, Recovery from Reversionism Results in Confidence & Courage; Arthur Pink on “Lifting up the Hands”

22-	Reversionism prevents the believer from fulfilling this duty.  There are only winners and losers in the Angelic Conflict.
23-	Interestingly enough, the losers think they are winning and are frustrated when their man-made agenda runs into difficulties.
24-	The ironic fact is, what the reversionist is experiencing are the goads of God, purposefully intended to hamper a human agenda.
25-	For any believer to find success in this life, he must check his own agenda at the door in exchange for God’s agenda.
26-	God’s agenda is found in the pages of Scripture.  Follow His agenda for success.  Ignore it for failure.
27-	The challenge is to respond to the goads of God and recover, kick the goads of God and intensify your suffering.
Galatians 6:7 -	Do not be deceived!  God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will also reap.
v 8 -	For the one who sows to his own flesh shall from the flesh reap corruption but the one who sows to the Holy Spirit shall from the Holy Spirit reap eternal life.
v 9 -	And let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we shall reap if we do not grow weary.
28-	Sow rebellion, reap goads.  Sow positive volition to the Gospel, reap eternal life.  Sow divine good, reap rewards.
29-	The believer remains in this life in order to fulfill the spiritual life of his dispensation.
30-	He cannot accomplish this with listless hands and disabled knees.


Hebrews 12:12 -	Restore to strength the listless hands and the disabled knees.
31-	The following verse indicates the second phase of the recovery process.  It involves a return to Bible study and the facilitation of wheel-tracks of righteousness.  Here’s the corrected translation of:
Hebrews 12:13 -	Be making straight wheel-tracks [ troc…a /trochia/: lifestyle based on biblical principles acquired through the three spiritual skills circulating in the seven compartments of the stream of consciousness and facilitated into the neural network of the cerebral cortex ] by means of your feet [ positive volition to a consistent daily regimen under the mentorship of the Holy Spirit ] in order that the crippled one [ the believer in reversion recovery who is susceptible to distractions ] might not again be dislocated [ submission to the temptations offered by the first husband ] but rather let it [ the listless and disabled soul in slavery to the first husband ] be healed and restored [ resumption of the spiritual life to the point of attaining success in the Christian way of life ].
32-	Through rebound and resumption of the spiritual life, the believer is able to focus upon his mission which is the successful arrival at Santa Fé.
33-	In order to be successful the believer must have confidence and courage without fear as expressed in the mandate of:
Isaiah 35:4a  -	Say to those with anxious heart, “Take courage, fear not.”
34-	This is exactly what the Lord requires of Joshua in:
Joshua 1:9 -	“Have I not commanded you?  Be strong and courageous!  Do not tremble or be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go.



35-	From these several passages we are able to establish that the Hebrew idiom, “lifting up the hands,” refers to the production of divine good through the execution of divine mandates.  Here again are the comments of:
Pink, Arthur W.  Gleanings in Joshua.  Chicago: Moody Press, 1964; p. 41:
[KJV] “My hands also will I lift up unto Thy commandments, which I have loved, and I will meditate in Thy statutes” (Psalm 119:48).  The moving case of [the Psalmist’s] respect for the Divine commandments was his love for them.  … “lifting up of the hands”, which is an expression of varied significance, here means to make a diligent application unto the keeping of them.  “Lift up the hands that hang down” (Hebrews 12:12) [means to] set them to vigorous use.  It is then a figurative expression which imports a serious and deliberate setting about upon a course of action.  “I will life up my hands unto Thy commandments” [may be paraphrased as follows], “I will apply myself diligently to the keeping of them; I will earnestly endeavour to put them into practice; such is my solemn resolution.”
36-	You will note that following the proclamation, “I shall lift up my hands,” the Psalmist repeats the prepositional phrase that concluded verse 47: “to Your commandments which I love.”
37-	There are several ways we could translate “I shall lift up my hands.”  Here are three:
1)	“I shall diligently make application of your commandments, which I love, to man and circumstances.”
2)	“I shall deliberately set about on a course of action to keep your commandments, which I love.”
3)	“I shall earnestly endeavor to put your commandments, which I love, into practice.”
You pick the one that communicates best for you.  Here’s the one we will officially go with:
Psalm 119:48a  -	I shall diligently make application of your commandments, which I love, to man and circumstances.


38-	The final sentence of the strophe again brings out the importance of Bible study.  If you resolve to execute the mandates then you must—guess what?—meditate on them.
39-	The word for meditate in this verse is different from that in Joshua 1:8.  In the latter it is hagah and as you may recall it has to do with reciting the words of the Torah to yourself as you study it.  This is a teaching aid or a mnemonic device for facilitating memory.
40-	In Psalm 119:48 we have a synonym which looks like this:
siach /see-AK /  -	To rehearse, to go over a matter in one’s mind.  Such meditation or contemplation may be done either inwardly or outwardly.


